Heat Pump Water Heater
Technical Manual

KHP 35 300 ACS1

Supplier reserves the right to discontinue, or change specification or designs at any time without notices and
without incurring obligations.
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1. General Information
1.1 Measurements
Model

Net/Gross weight (kg)

Dimension (mm, D×H)

Power Supply

KHP 35 300 ACS1

145.5/175.5

Ф650×1920

220-240V~, 50Hz, 1Ph

1.2 External appearance
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2. Heat Pump Water Heater
2.1 Features


Safety
1. Complete isolation between water and electricity without electric shock problem.
2. No fuel tubes and storage, no potential danger from oil leakage, fire, explosion, and so on.
3. No cross contamination potential, the condenser coil is wrapped around the enamel inner tank.
4. Multi protection: Pressure and temperature relief (PTR) valve, Temperature cut off(TCO) and
Auto temperature cut off (ATCO)double high water temperature protection switches.



Enamel tank
KHP 35 300 ACS1 adopts enamel water tank. Water and metal are completely isolated by enamel
layer, so the inner tank is hardly to be corroded.



The maximum outlet water temperature: 65℃.
Water in the tank is heated stably and quickly by the combination of the electric heating and heat
pump heating.



Automation control
Automatic mode select.
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Automatic start-up and shut-down by timing setting.
Automatic weekly disinfect.
Automatic defrost by revising refrigerant cycle to save the extra operation.


Auto restart
After a sudden power failure, the unit can return to previous operation conditions when powered on
again.



Vocation mode
In vacation mode, the setting target water temperature is 15℃ as default. On the last day of vacation,
unit will automatically start disinfect function, and automatically reset the target temperature to the
last one before vacation.



High efficiency
According to the heat pump principle, the unit absorbs heat from outdoor air and produce hot
water.Coefficient of performance (COP) is up to 3.76 (Under the condition A15/12ºC W15/45ºC).



Wide operation range
Within the temperature range from -20℃ to 43℃, the unit will not be affected by night, cloudy sky,
rain even snow weather.



Flexible duct installation
25 Pa external static pressure enables air duct up to 10m.

Notes:

A+B+C+D≤10m or A+D≤10m or B+C≤10m
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2.2 Refrigerant circuit
Model: KHP 35 300 ACS1



Compressor:PJ250M2C-4FT, R134a rotary compressor, supplied by GMCC.



Evaporator: copper tube and aluminum fin type heat exchanger.



EXV: electronic expansion valve, the opening is regulated according to the discharge air temperature
of compressor.



Condenser: copper tube wrapping around the inner water tank.



Fan: centrifugal fan with three speeds. The motor is supplied by Welling.



High Pressure Switch: When the discharge pressure of compressor is 2.76Mpa or higher, the
protection switch will be triggered, and if the discharge pressure is down to 2.07MPa, the protection
switch will be recovered.



E-heater:SRG-346-3000, located in the mid of tank, 3000W/220VAC.
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2.3 Unit structure
Model: KHP 35 300 ACS1
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2.4 Specifications
Model

KHP 35 300 ACS1

Heat source

Heat pump

E-heater

-7～43

-20～43

Running ambient temperature

ºC

Output water temperature

ºC

Default 55℃,38℃～65℃

Power supply

Ph, V, Hz

1, 220-240~, 50

Storage size

Ltr

300

kW

3.00

kW/kW

3.76

A

18.7

Dimension (D×H)

mm

Ф650×1,920

Packing (W×H×D)

mm

750×2,150×780

kg

145.5/175.5

Sound pressure level

dB(A)

45

Sound power level

dB(A)

56

kg

R134a/1.2

MPa

3.0/1.2

Capacity
Water heating

COP
Max. current

Unit

Net/gross weight

Refrigerant type/quantity
Refrigerant design pressure
Throttling type

Electric expansion valve
TCO, ATCO, PTR valve, automatic defrosting, over-load

System protection

protector, high-pressure protector, etc.

Air flow

Compressor

m³/h

414/355/312

Model

PJ250M2C-4FT

Type

Rotary

Brand

GMCC

Capacity

W

3000/3005

Input

kW

1.000/1.025

Rated current(RLA)

A

4.1/5.0

Locked rotor Amp(LRA)

A

26.5

Thermal protector

IOL (Internal)

Capacitor
Refrigerant oil

35μF
ml

480 (ESTEL OIL VG74)

Number of rows

Evaporator coil
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Tube pitch(a)x row pitch(b)

mm

22×19.05

Fin spacing

mm

1.6

Fin type (code)

Hydrophilic aluminum

Tube outside dia. and type

mm

φ7.94 Inner groove copper tube

Coil length x height

mm

482×352

Number of circuits

Fan motor
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Model

YDK30-6R

Brand

Welling

Input
Speed
Locked rotor Amp(LRA)

W

68/56/50

r/min

620/530/465

A

0.35
2.5μF/450V

Capacitor
Water pipeline

Water inlet pipe

DN20

Water outlet pipe

DN20
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Drainage pipe

DN20

PTR valve joint

DN20

Max. operating pressure

MPa

1.0

Water side heat exchanger

Dividing wall type heat exchanger

E-heater

kW

3.00×1

Hot water yield

m³/h

0.086

Pcs

21/45/45

Loading Quantity

20'/40'/40H

2.5 Dimension

Unit: mm
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2.6 Performance data
Running mode will be automatically selected by KHP 35 300 ACS1.It cannot be selected by manual
operation.
Running Temperature Range:
Setting water temperature target range: 38~65℃.
E-heater running ambient temperature range: -20~43℃.
Heat pump running ambient temperature range: -7~43℃.
Water temperature limits:
Unit: ℃
Ambient Temp. (T4)
Max. Temp. (Heat pump)
Max. Temp. (E-heater)

T4≤-7

-7≤T4<-2

-2≤T4<2

2≤T4<7

7≤T4<43

43≤T4

-

42

47

55

65

-

65

65

65

65

65

65

When ambient temperaturebellows 2℃, heat pump and E-heater will take different portions of
heating capacity, generally the lower of ambient temperature, the lower portion of heat pump will
contribute as well as the higher portion of E-heater will provide more detail please refer to the above
table.

The data between heat-up time and ambient temperature
Heat-up time (h)

Water outlet temperature (℃)

Ambient Temp. (℃)

45

50

55

60

65

-20

1.8

2.1

2.4

2.7

3.0

-10

1.8

2.1

2.4

2.7

3.0

-6

6.6

6.9

7.2

7.5

7.8

0

5.9

6.3

6.6

7.0

7.3

2

5.5

6.5

7.4

7.7

8.0

7

4.6

5.4

6.2

6.4

6.7

15

3.3

4.0

4.6

5.3

6.0

20

3.1

3.6

4.2

4.8

5.4

25

2.8

3.3

3.8

4.4

5.0

30

2.4

2.9

3.4

3.9

4.4

32

2.4

2.8

3.2

3.7

4.2

35

2.3

2.7

3.2

3.6

4.1

40

2.3

2.7

3.2

3.6

4.1

43

2.2

2.6

3.0

3.1

3.9
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The data between capacity and ambient temperature
Capacity (W)
Ambient Temp. (℃)

Water outlet temperature (℃)
45

50

55

60

65

-20

3100

3100

3100

3100

3100

-10

3100

3100

3100

3100

3100

-6

1455

1519

1596

1675

1759

0

1709

1744

1805

1854

1909

2

1817

1811

1809

1842

1886
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2158

2159

2170

2202

2231

15

2992

2952

2900

2856

2805

20

3282

3240

3185

3135

3083

25

3596

3533

3475

3421

3358

30

4093

4030

3963

3899

3825

32

4250

4182

4114

4051

3980

35

4374

4304

4233

4169

4093

40

4298

4262

4212

4158

4080

43

4592

4534

4475

4418

4328

The data between COP and ambient temperature
COP
Ambient Temp. (℃)

Water outlet temperature (℃)
45

50

55

60

65

-20

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

-10

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

-6

1.90

1.75

1.67

1.60

1.56

0

2.28

2.12

1.96

1.81

1.74

2

2.40

2.33

2.25

2.07

1.94
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2.87

2.78

2.69

2.45

2.23

15

3.76

3.59

3.40

3.23

3.05

20

4.02

3.83

3.62

3.43

3.24

25

4.33

4.10

3.88

3.67

3.45

30

4.78

4.53

4.28

4.03

3.78

32

4.96

4.70

4.44

4.19

3.94

35

5.07

4.80

4.53

4.27

4.01

40

5.04

4.80

4.56

4.31

4.07

43

5.31

5.05

4.78

4.52

4.26

COP varies at different ambient temperature. Normally lower ambient temperature result in longer
heat-up time because of lower effective performance.While the ambient temperature below than -7℃,
heat pump efficiency will decrease dramatically, the unit will automatically shift to E-heater running.
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2.7 Wiring diagram
Model: KHP 35 300 ACS1
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2.8 Installation
2.8.1 Transport


In order to avoid scratch or deformation of the unit surface, apply guard boards to the
contacting surface.No contact of fingers and other things with the vanes. Don’t incline the
unit more than 75° in moving, and keep it vertical when installing.



This unit is heavy, it needs to be carried by two or more persons otherwise might cause
injury and damage.

2.8.2 Location of installation
Location requirements
 Enough space for installation and maintenance shall be preserved.
 The air inlet and outlet should be free from obstacles and strong wind.
 The base surface should be flat, which should be inclined no more than 2°, and able to
bear the weight of the unit and suitable for installing the unit without increasing noise or
vibration.
 The operation noise and air flow expelled should not affect neighbors.
 No flammable gas is leaked nearby.
 It is convenient for piping and wiring.
 If the unit has to be installed in the indoor space, the unit might cause indoor temperature
decreased and noise, please take preventive measures for this.
 If the unit has to be installed on a metal part of building, make sure the well electric
insulation which should meet the relevant local electric standard.
 The ambient air temperature must also be considered when installing this unit, in heat
pump mode the ambient air temperature must be above -7℃ and below 43℃.If the
ambient air temperature falls outside the limits,the electrical elements will activate to meet
the hot water demand and the heat pump will not operate.
 The unit should be located in an area not subject to freezingtemperatures. The unit located
in unconditioned spaces(i.e., garages, basements, etc.) may require the water piping,
condensate piping, and drain piping to be insulated to shelter against freezing.
 If installed in enclosed space, the water heater must be located in a space >15m³, and
must have unrestricted air flow. As an example, a room that has a 2.5 meters tall ceiling
and is 3 meters long by 2 meters wide would contain 15m³.
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Maintenance space requirements

Unit: mm
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2.8.4 Water system piping
Model: KHP 35 300 ACS1

 In case of installing the unit at a place where outside temperature below freezing point,
insulation must be provided for all hydraulic components.
 Water inlet or outlet pipes: The specification of the water inlet or outlet thread is RC3/4”,
which is external thread. Pipes should be heat-insulated well.
 Installation of the pipefor PTRvalve: The specification of the valve connecting thread is
RC3/4”, which is internal thread. After installation, it must be confirmed that the drainpipe
outlet is exposed in the air.
 Installation of the one way valve: The specification of the valve thread in accessories is
RC3/4”. It is used to prevent water from flowing backwards.
 The drainage pipe should be insulated to prevent water inside pipe from freezing in cold
weather.
 After water system piping connection, turn on the inlet and outlet valve to effuse the tank.
When water flow smoothly out from outlet pipe, the tank is full, turn off all valves to check
the pipeline leakage.
 If the inlet water pressure is less than 0.15MPa, a pump should be installed at the water
inlet. If the water supply hydraulic is higher than 0.65MPa, a reducing valve should be
installed at the water inlet pipe.


Condensate may be leaked from unit if drainage pipe is blocked, so a drainage pan should
be installed as instruction below.
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 In case of installing the unit at a place where outside temperature below freezing point,
insulation must be provided for all hydraulic components.
 The drainage pipe should be insulated to prevent water inside pipe from freezing in cold
weather.
 Do not dismantle the PTRvalve, and do not block off the drainage pipe.


To smoothly drain condensate, the unit should be installed at a horizontal floor. Otherwise,
the drain vent is ensured at the lowest place, and recommending the inclination angle of
unit to the ground should be no more than 2°.

2.8.5 Air duct connection

①Air inlet and outlet with duct②Only air inlet with duct③Only air outlet with duct
(A+B+C+D≤10m)(A+D≤10m)(B+C≤10m)
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Notes:
1.
2.

It is recommendedinstalling the unit by only air inlet with duct in summer that could charge fresh air into room.
It is recommendedinstalling the unit by only air outlet with duct in winter where there is other heat source in the
room.

Canvas Duct description
Duct description

Round duct

Rectangle duct

Dimension (mm)

Ф190

190×190

Straight-line pressure drop (Pa/m)

≤2

≤2

Straight-line length (m)

≤10

≤10

Bent pressure drop (Pa)

≤2

≤2

Bent’s quantity

≤3

≤3



Other shaped duct

Refer to above data

The resistance of duct will decrease air-flow-rate, which will lead to capacity of unit
decreased.



For the case of unit with canvas, of the duct total length should be no more than 10m or the
maximum static pressure should within 25Pa, and the quantity bending should be no more
than 3.



For unit air outlet with duct, when unit operating, condensate will be generated around
outside of duct, please pay attention to the drainage work, we suggest to wrap the thermal
insulated layer around outside if the duct.

 It is recommended to install the unit in the indoor space. It is not allowed to install the unit at
outdoor or the rain achieving place.


In terms of the main unit connect with canvas reaching to outdoor, a reliable water-resistant
measure must be conduct on the duct, resist water drop into internal of the main unit.
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Filter should be installed at the unit inlet, if the air inlet is not connected with duct. In terms
of the unit with duct, filter should be put on the position of duct inlet.

2.8.6Electric connection



The power supply should be hard wired.



Power supply circuit should be earthed effectively.The wiring must be performed by
professional technicians in accordance with national wiring regulations and the circuit
diagram.



An all-pole disconnection device which has at least 3mm separation distance in all pole and
a residual current device(RCD)with the rating of above 10mA shall be incorporated in the
fixed wiring according to the national rule.



Set the electric leakage protector according to the relevant electric technical standards of
the state.



The power cord and the signal cord shall be laid out neatly and properly without mutual
interference or contact the connection pipe or valve.



After wire connection, check it again and make sure of connection before power is turned
on.
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Specifications of power supply
Model name

KHP 35 300 ACS1

Power supply

220-240V~, 50Hz
2

Min. diameter of power supply cord (mm )

4

2

Earth cord (mm )

4

Manual switch capacity (A)/Fuse (A)

40/30
30mA ≤0.1sec

Creepage breaker



Choosing the power cord according to above table, and it should comply with local electric
standard.



The power cord model, recommended power cord mode is H05RN-F.

Switch setting
PCB has 2 bits of switches and user never allow to alter the factory settings.
SW1

Model selection (User never allow to alter the factory settings)
ON

OFF

SW1-1

Without Electric Heater

With Electric Heater

SW1-2

Without Disinfect

WithDisinfect

SW2

Model selection (User never allow to alter the factory settings)
ON

OFF

SW2-1

300L model

190L model

SW2-2

Power furquency_60Hz

Power furquency_50Hz
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PCB I/O Ports description
Model：KHP 35 300 ACS1

CN2

CN26
CN11

CN11—ON/OFF Port(VH-2 male connector)
This port is passive ON/OFF switch. If this port close, the unit cannot work. If this port open, the unit can operate normally by main board control.
CN2—Kit Pump Port(250 male connector)
This port is a 220~240VAC control signal port. If PCBA turns on the kit pump, it will be 220~240VAC between CN2 and N ware. If PCBA turns off the kit pump, it will be 0V between CN2
and N ware.
CN26—Auxiliary heat source Input Port(VH-3 male connector)
This port is used to receive auxiliary heat source 220~240VAC input signal. If this port received the signal, PCBA knows that the auxiliary heat source can work well to heat water.
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2.9 Water affusion and effusion
Water affusion: If the unit is used for the first time or used again after emptying the tank, please
make sure that the tank is full of water before turning on the power.

When water flows out from the water
outlet, the tank is full.Turn off the hot
water outlet valve and water a
ffusion
is finished.

Open the cool water inlet and
hot water outlet
Open
Water Affusion

Open

Close

Hot water outlet
Hot water outlet
Water out

Cool water inlet

Notes:
1. The Ball valve at water inlet should be open when the unit is in operation.
2. Operation without water in water tank may result in damage of auxiliary E-heater. Due to such
damage, the supplier is not responsible for the quality issue.

3. Over 50ºC may result in serious burn or so caused death. Special care should be paid to the
children, the disabled and the old in case of water burn.

Water effusion: If the unit needs cleaning, moving etc., the tank should be emptied.
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Close the cool water inlet, open the hot
water outlet and open the nut of
drainpipe.
Open

After emptying, please close the nut
of drainpipe

Emptying
Close
Close

Hot water outlet
Drainpipe
Open

Cool water inlet

Drainpipe

Notes:
The outlet water temperature maybe very high when emptying, beware of your body for burns.

2.10 Trial run
Checking list before trial- running


Correct installation of the system.



Correct connection of water/air piping and wiring.



Condensate draining smoothly well insulation work for all hydraulic part.



Correct power supply.



No obstacle outside the air inlet and outlet.



No air in the water pipeline and all valves opened.



Effective electric leakage protector installation.



Sufficient inlet water pressure (between 0.15MPa and0.65MPa) (≧0.15MPa).

Water temperature display



The temperature shown of the display depends on the upper sensor.



It is normal that the display temperature has reached to target temperature but compressor
still running, because the lower water temperature does not get to target temperature.



When the system stops, a decrease of the temperature is normal as heat released. When it
decreases to some point, the system will restart automatically.



During water-heating, the displayed water temperature might still decrease or not increase
for a period of time because of the heat exchange of the water. When the whole tank of
water has reached the set temperature, the system will stop automatically.
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Heat source shift
The default heating source is heat pump.


If the ambient is range out of heat pump, heat pump will stop running, and the unit will shift
automatically to activate E-heater and show the icon ‘LA’ on the display, then if the ambient
temperature goes into the running range of heat pump again, it will stop E-heater and shift
automatically to heat pump again, and the icon ‘LA’ will be extinguished.



If the target setting water temperature is higher than the maximum temperature (Heat pump),
the unit will activate heat pump firstly to the maximum temperature, then stop heat pump,
activate E-heater to continually heat water to the target temperature.



If manually activate the E-heater running mode when heat pump running, E-heater and heat
pump will work together until the water temperature gets to target temperature. So to
increase recovery rate, please manually activate E-heater.



E-heater will be activated once for the current heating progress, if want to apply E-heater
again, the button of ‘E-HEATER’ should be pressed once.

Restart after Long Stop


When the system is started after a long time (trial running included), it is normal if the outlet
water is unclean. Keep the tap on and it will be clean soon.

How is the unit running?

If unit is OFF, press

and the unit will be waken, then press

water temperature (38～65℃), press

to set target

and the unit will automatically select mode

and start to heat water to target temperature.
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2.11 Maintenance
 Check the connection between power supply plug and socket and ground wiring regularly.


In some cold area (below 0ºC), if the system will be stopped for a long time, all the water
should be released in case of freezing of inner tank and damage of E-heater.



It is recommended to clean the inner tank and E-heater regularly to keep an efficient
performance.



Check the sacrificial anode every half year and change it if it has been used out. For more
details, please contact the supplier or the after-sale service.



It is recommended to set a lower temperature to decrease the heat release, prevent scale
and save energy if the outlet water is sufficient.



Clean the air filter every month in case of any effect on the heating performance.



Before shutting the system down for a long time, please: Shut down the power supply;
Release all the water in water tank and the pipeline and close all the valves; Check the inner
components regularly.

Anode rod replaced


Turn off the power supply and water inlet valve.



Open hot water tap, and decrease the pressure of the inner container.



Open the drainage valve, and drain out the water, until there is no water flow out.



Unscrew anode according to instruction.



Replace with a new one, and make sure effective sealed.



Open cold water valve until water flows out from outlet tap, then turn of water outlet tap.



Power on then restart the unit.



For the bad mining area environment and poor water quality, it must periodic do the
following works base on the actual situations: check the magnesium anode rod to see
whether it has been consumed; clean the sundries in the filter screen to prevent blocking
the air inlet; clean the filter screen.

Recommended regular maintenance table
Checking
item
1

Checking content

Checking frequency

Action

Air filter (inlet/outlet)

Every month

Clean the filter.

2

Anode rod

Every half year

Replaced if it has been used out.

3

Inner tank

Every half year

Clean the tank.

4

E-heater

Every half year

Clean the E-heater.

5

Operate the hander of PTR valve to
ensure that waterways are clear.
If water dose not flow freely when operating the hander, replace PTR vale with a new one.
PTR valve

Every year
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2.12 Trouble shooting
Error phenomenon shooting
Error phenomenon
Cold water tapped
out and display
screen extinguished

No hot water tapped
out

Water leakage

Cause

Resolutions

Bad connection of power supply plug and
socket;
Setting outlet water temperaturetoo low;
Temperature sensor broken;
PCB indicator broken.
Public water supply ceased;
Cold water inlet pressure is too low
(＜0.15MPa);
Cold water inlet valve closed.
Hydraulic pipeline joints are not sealed
well.

Plug in;
Settingwater temperature higher;
Contactservice center.

Waiting for public water supply recover;
Waiting for inlet water pressure increase;
Open water inlet valve.
Check and reseal all the joints.

If the unit occurs any malfunction or error, please shut down the system, turn off the power supply,
and consult your service persons for help.
Malfunction and protection codes
Code

Content

E0

Error of sensor T5U.

E1

Error of sensor T5L.

E2

Tank and wired controller communication error.

E4

Evaporator temperature sensor T3 error.

E5

Ambient temperature sensor T4 error.

E6

Compressor discharge temperature sensor TP error.

E8

Electric leakage error.

E9

Compressor suction temperature sensor TH error.

EE

E-heater open-circuit error.

EF

Clock chip charging or clock chip error

Ed

E-EPROM chip error.

P1

System high pressure protection.

P2

High discharge temperature protection.

P3

No current flowing in compressor.

P4

Compressor overloaded protection.

LA

Ambient temperature is not fit for heat pumps; change the mode to E-heater.
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E0, E1

Notes:
T5U is the upper water temperature sensor.T5L is the lower water temperature sensor.

E2

E4, E5, E6, E9

Notes:
T3 is the evaporator temperature sensor; T4 is the ambient temperature sensor.
TP is the compressor discharge temperature sensor; TH is the compressor suction temperature sensor.
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E8

Notes:
If the PCB current-induction-circuit check the current difference between L, N >14mA, system considers it as
‘electric leakage error’.

EE

Notes:
E-heater open-circuit error means that IEH (Current difference E-heater on and off) <1A.

EF

Notes:
When the EF code checked by query function is displayed, the unit can work well without clock-memory. It is
needed to reset clock when power put on again.
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Ed

2.13 Function
Week disinfect
Under disinfection mode, the unit will immediately start to heat water up to 65 °C to kill the Legionella

bacteria inside water tank. ‘ ’ icon will light on the display screen during disinfection. Unit will quit
disinfection mode if water temperature is higher than 65°C and extinguish ‘ ’ icon.
Vacation function
After pressing ‘Vacation’ button, unit will automatically heat water to 15°C for the purpose of energy
saving during vacation days.On the last day of vacation, unit will automatically start disinfect function,
and automatically reset the target temperature to the last one before vacation.
Query function
For the convenience of maintenance and debug, query function is available by pressing 2 buttons
together: ‘E-HEATER’+’DISINFECT’, then system running parameters will be shown one by one with
following sequence by each pushing of ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ button.
No.

Hour low bit

Min. high bit

Min. low bit

Item

Explanation

1

Temperature

T5U

2

Temperature

T5L

3

Temperature

T3

4

Temperature

T4

5

Temperature

TP

6

Temperature

Th

7

Current

Compressor

8

Last error code
Previous 1st error or protection
code
Previous 2nd error or protection
code

9
10
11

Software number
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TCO and ATCO
The power of compressor and E-heater will be automatically switched on or switched offby ATCO and
TCO.
If the water temperature is higher than 78°C, the ATCO will automatically shut off the power of the
compressor and E-heater, and turn it on if the temperature falls down below 68°C.
If the water temperature is higher than 85°C, the TCO will automatically shut off the power of the
compressor and E-heater, it should be return manually.
Defrosting function
In heat pump running period, if the evaporator frosted in lower ambient temperature, the system will
defrost automatically to keep effective performance(about 3~10min). At defrosting time, the fan motor
will stop, but compressor will still run.
Conditions to activate defrosting cycle:
When T3 ≤0℃, Compressor is continually running for 40minutes.
For each start cycle, system will count accumulated running time, when accumulated running time
reaches 40minutes defrosting cycle will activate 1 minute after compressor’s next start.
Conditions to inactivate defrosting cycle:
1. Defrosting time reaches 10 minutes;
2. T3≥15°C.
Main components’ movement when defrosting

Self-protection detection
When the self-protection happens, the system will be stopped and start self-check, and restarts when
the protection resolved; When the self-protection happens, the buzzer will buzz in every other minute,
the Warning indicator glitter and the display indicate the error code and water temperature
alternatively. Press CANCEL button for 3seconds to stop the alarm. All stop when the protection is
resolved and error code disappears on the display.
In the following circumstances, self-protection starts:
1. Air inlet or outlet is obstacles;
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2. The heat exchanger is covered with too much dust;
3. Incorrect power supply (exceeding the range of 220±10%).
Notes:
When self-protection happens, cutthe power supply manually and restart after the error resolved.

Auto-restart function
If electricity power failed, unit can memorize all setting parameters, and unit will be back to the
previous setting when power recovers.
Button auto-lock
When there is no operation of button for 1 minute, button except unlock button (‘ENTER’) will be
locked. Press ‘ENTER’ for 3 seconds, unlock buttons.
Screen auto-lock
If there is no operation of button for 30 seconds, screen will be locked (extinguished) except for error
code and alarm light. Press any button will unlock the screen (lighten).

2.14 Operation
Control panel explanation
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Display explanation

1.

Wire controller

If connected a wire controller, the icon will be lightened, otherwise, the icon be extinguished.

2.

Outdoor solar heat source

If an outside solar heat source has been connected to the unit, this icon will flash with 0.5Hz
frequency, and otherwise, it will be extinguished.

3.

Vacation mode

The icon will be lightened if the unit is under vacation mode, otherwise the icon will be extinguished.
When setting vacation mode, the icon will flash with 2Hz frequency.

4.

Compressor

The icon will be lightened when compressor is running, otherwise it will be extinguished.
5.

E-heater

The icon will be lightened if E-heater is activated, otherwise, it will be extinguished. If E-heater is
automatically activated by unit, the icon will be lightened. If E-heater is manually activated, it will flash
with 0.5Hz frequency. When setting E-heater manually ON/OFF, it will flash with 2Hz frequency.

6.

Disinfect

The icon will be lightened when the unit is under disinfecting mode, otherwise it will be extinguished.
The icon will be lightened if disinfect mode is automatically activated by unit. The icon will flash with
0.5Hz frequency, if disinfect mode is manually activated. It will flash with 2Hz frequency when setting
this mode or setting disinfect timer.

7.

High temperature Alarm

If setting water temperature is higher than 50°C, the icon will be lightened, otherwise it will be
extinguished.
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8.

Alarm

When unit is under protection /error, the icon will flash with 5Hz frequency as well as buzzer will
sound 3 times per minute until protection/error eliminated or press ‘CANCEL’ for 1 second.

9.

Lock

If button is locked, the icon will be lightened, otherwise it will be extinguished.
10.

Temperature unit

If setting temperature unit as Celsius, ‘°C’will be lightened, ‘
temperature unit as Fahrenheit, ‘ºF’ will be lightened, ‘

11.

’ will show Celsius degree. If setting

’ will show Fahrenheit degree.

Invalid

If button is under lock mode, press any button except unlock button, the icon will be lightened.
12.
The icon will be lightened if screen is unlocked. It shows water temperature on normal mode. If on
vacation mode, it shows remaining vacation days. Under setting mode, it shows setting temperature.
If under query mode, it shows unit setting or running parameters, error or protection code.
13.

Reserved

14. 1.

Water temperature setting

The icon will be lightened when setting water temperature or setting days for vacation.
14.2.

Date setting

The icon will be lightened when setting days for vacation. If under vacation mode, the icon will be
lightened.

15.

Timer

There are six timers can be set. If any of them has been set, the icon will lighten the corresponding
one when screen is unlocked. If there is none of timers has been set, it will keep extinguished. If timer
is being set, it will flash the corresponding one with 2Hz frequency as well lighten the timer which has
been set.

16.

Clock and clock setting

The icon shows the clock. Whenever there is any setting for clock, ‘
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’ will be lightened.

Operation panel explanation

Notes: Any press of button is effective only under button and display unlocked state.

E-heater
Turn on E-heater manually. If E-heater is off, follow these steps below to manually turn it on.


Press ‘E-HEATER’, icon ‘

’ will flash.



Press ‘ENTER’ to confirm manually turning on E-heater, then E-heater is activated to heat up
water to the target temperature.



After that, if need manually turn on E-heater again, repeat these steps.



If E-heater is already on, press ‘E-HEATER’ will lead to show invalid icon ‘

’ on the display.

Temperature unit shift


Long pressing the ‘E-HEATER’ key for 10 seconds then can shift to set the temperature display
unit from ‘F’ to ‘C’ or from ‘C’ to ‘F’.



The default is ‘C’. When it is shifted to display ‘F’, it still will display ‘C’ while it operates spot
check.
INCREASE/UP &

DECREASE/DOWN

If screen is unlocked, corresponding value will increase by pushing ‘INCREASE’ or ‘DECREASE’.


When setting temperature, by pressing ‘INCREASE’ (‘DECREASE’) more than 1 second,
temperature value will be increase (decrease) continuously.



When setting clock/timer, through pressing ‘INCREASE’ (‘DECREASE’) more than 1 second,
clock/timer value will be increased (decrease) continuously.



When setting vacation days, pressing ‘INCREASE’ (‘DECREASE’) more than 1 second, day
value will be increased continuously.



Under query mode, check items will page up by pressing ‘INCREASE’ or page down by pressing
‘DECREASE’.

CANCEL
To cancel setting, quit setting, clear alarm, etc. And to clear alarm buzzer, need to press for 1 second.
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ON/OFF (With LED indicator)


If unit is standby, press ‘ON/OFF’, then unit will be off.



If unit is on, press it, and then unit will be off.



If unit is off, press it, unit will be on.



LED indicator ‘

’ will be lightened if unit is on or standby and extinguished if unit is off.

ENTER (Include CONFIRM/UNLOCK)


If screen and buttons are unlocked, press to upload setting parameters after setting any
parameter.



If press within 10 seconds, setting parameters will be uploaded to unit.



If press beyond 10 seconds, all the parameters should be reset.



If screen and buttons are locked, press it for 3 seconds to unlock them.

DISINFECT
Manually turn on disinfect function.



Press ‘DISINFECT’ button, the icon ‘

’ will flash.



Press ‘ENTER’ to confirm manually activate disinfection function. The unit will heat up water to
65°C at least for disinfection.

Disinfect clock setting



Press button ‘DISINFECT’ for 3 seconds to enter disinfect clock setting. Then icon ‘
and icon ‘

’ will flash,

’ will be lightened and the hour value of clock will flash slowly.



By pressing ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’, set the hour value of clock.



Press ‘CLOCK’ button to confirm the hour setting. Then the minute value of clock will flash
slowly.



By pressing ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’, set the minute value of clock.



Press ‘ENTER’ to confirm the disinfect clock setting and quit out.

Notes:
Unit will automatically start disinfect function at the above-set clock every 7 days.
If without disinfect clock setting, unit will automatically start disinfect function at 23:00 every 7 days.
If unit is off or under disinfect mode, press ‘DISINFECT’ will lead to show ‘

’ on the display.

VACATION
In vacation mode, the setting target water temperature is 15°C as default and ‘

’ will show the

remaining vacation days. On the last day of vacation, unit will automatically start disinfect function,
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and automatically reset the target temperature to the last one before vacation.
If unit has already been under vacation mode or off, press the button of ‘VACTION’, then it will lead to
show invalid icon ‘



Press ‘VACATION’ button to enter vacation setting. Icon’’ will flash. Icon ‘
‘



’ on the display.

’ will be lightened.

’ will show the last setting vacation days.

By pressing ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’, set vacation days. The day’s range is 1~99 days, default as 14
days.



Press ‘ENTER’ to confirm vacation setting and quit out. The unit will immediately go into vacation
mode.

Setting clock



Press button ‘CLOCK’ for 3 seconds to enter clock setting. Then icon ‘

’ will be lightened

and the hour value of clock will flash slowly.


Press button ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ to set the hour value of clock.



Press ‘CLOCK’ to confirm the hour setting. Then the minute value of clock will flash slowly.



Press ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ to set the minute value of clock.



Press button ‘ENTER’, confirm the minute setting and quit clock setting.

Setting timer



Press ‘CLOCK’ to enter timer setting.



Push ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’, select timer (

1~

6) which needs to be set. The timer icon will flash

slowly if it is selected.


Press ‘CLOCK’, and confirm the selected setting timer. Then ‘
the hour value of timer will flash slowly.



By pressing ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ to set the hour value of timer.
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’ will be lightened. Then



Pressing ‘CLOCK’ to confirm the hour value of timer. Then the minute value of timer will flash
slowly.



By pressing ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ to set the minute value of timer.



Pressing ‘CLOCK’, and confirm the minute value of timer. Then ‘ON’ or ‘OFF’ icon following the
setting timer will flash slowly.



By pressing ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ to set the action (on or off) of the timer.



Push ‘CLOCK’, and confirm the action (on or off) of the timer. The display screen will
automatically display different value at
temperature and icon ‘

by different action. It will display the last set

’,if the action is on, and will display ‘

’. If the action is off, by

pressing‘ENTER’, the setting timer will be exited.

Cancel timer



Press ‘CLOCK’ to enter timer setting.



By pressing ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’, select timer (

1~

6) which needs to be cancel. The timer icon

will flash slowly it is selected.

Check timer



Press ‘CLOCK’ to enter timer setting.



By pressing ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ to select time (

1~

6) which needs to be checked. The timer

icon will flash slowly if it is selected, and the timer action (on or off) and set clock will be shown. If
the action is on, target temperature will be shown. And if the action is off, icon ‘

’ will be

shown.


Press button ‘CANCEL’ for 3 seconds or no button pressing for 30 seconds to quit timer
checking.
Notes:
If there is confliction between Timer and Manually-on:
1.

The moment of Manually-on has priority.

2.

The moment of Timer-off has priority.
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Clear error code



Press ‘ENTER’ and ‘CLOCK’ at the same time to clear all stored error and protection codes.



The buzzer will buzz one time.

Query mode



Press ‘E-HEATER’ and ‘DISINFECT’ at the same time for 1 second to go into query mode.



Under query mode, by pressing ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’, unit running and setting parameters can be
checked.



Press button ‘CANCEL’ for 1 second or no button operation for 30 seconds, then quit query
mode.

2.15 Accessories
Name

Qty.

Sharp

Purpose

Owner’s and Installation Manual

1

Installation and use instruction.

One way valve

1

Prevent water from flowing backwards

Adaptor

1

Drain condensate water
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2.16 Exploded view
Model: KHP 35 300 ACS1

16.1

16.2

16.3

34.2

34.1

16.4

16.5

16.6

16.7
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No.

Part

Name

Qty

Code

No.

Part

Name

Qty

Code

1

The wind ring

2

201190590033

19

Heater cover

2

201290502874

2

Filter

1

201190590030

20

Deck magnet

2

201290501174

3

Net

2

201290590058

21

Magnet clip

4

201290501166

4

Front cover

1

201190590311

22

Magnet cover

2

201290501165

5

Top cover

1

201190590353

23

4-way valve ass'y

1

201690590716

6

Magnesium rod plug

2

201190500258

23.1

Pipe joint

1

201601200002

7

Junction box cover

1

201190590034

23.2

Pressure controller

1

202301800820

8

Motor

1

202400400568

23.3

4-way valve

1

201600600115

9

Display panel

1

201190590325

23.4

Solenoid

1

201600600212

10

Display board ass'y

1

201390590053

24

1

201690590194

11

Centrifugal fan

1

201100100803

24.1

EEV solenoid

1

201601300107

12

Display cover

1

201190590314

24.2

Solenoid valve winding

1

201600600214

13

E-box cover

1

201290590301

24.3

Electronic expansion valve

1

201601300524

14

Tank foam components

1

201290590299

24.4

Solenoid valve

1

201600600081

14.1

Tank cover assembly

1

201190590322

25

Compressor

1

201400603610

14.2

Magnesium rod plug

1

201190500258

26

1

202301300130

14.3

Thermostat

1

202301600562

27

Room temp. sensor ass'y (T4)

1

202301300196

14.4

Magnesium anode

2

202990590003

28

Pipe temp. sensor ass'y (TH)

1

202301300218

14.5

Thermostat

1

202301600561

29

Pipe temp.sensor ass'y (T3)

1

202301300437

2

201190500336

30

Pipe temp. sensor ass'y (T5U)

1

202301300758

14.6

Electric heating foam
baffle

Electronic expansion valve
ass'y

Discharge temp. sensor ass'y
(TP)

14.7

Electric heater, water

1

202403101226

31

Pipe temp. sensor ass'y (T5L)

1

202301300759

14.8

Seal ring

1

202790590001

32

Compressor electric heater

1

202403101247

14.9

Water outlet pipe

1

201290590006

33

Evaporator ass'y

1

201590590012

14.10

Drain plug assembly

1

201690503031

33.1

Evaporator

1

201590590013

1

201290590353

33.2

Evaporator output pipe ass'y

1

201690590214

14.11

Assembly parts of
bottom cap

14.12

PTR valve loop

4

201190500274

33.3

Evaporator input pipe ass'y

1

201690590206

14.13

Water tank handle

2

201190590042

34

Junction boxcomponents

1

203390590055

15

Magnet frame

1

201290590057

34.1

Connection bracket

1

201290590056

16

E-part box ass'y

1

203390590122

34.2

Three terminal block

1

202301400246

16.1

E-part box

1

201290590083

35

Front scroll

1

201190590032

16.2

Compressor capacitor

1

202401000610

36

Compressor wire joint ass'y

1

202490501116

16.3

Main control board ass'y

1

201390590099

37

Screw plate

2

201290590082

16.4

Relay

2

202300800003

38

Rear scroll

1

201190590308

16.5

Terminal block

3

202301450122

39

Drainage

1

201190590292

16.6

Transformer

1

202300900109

40

Rear cover

1

201190590038

16.7

Motor capacitor

1

202401190019

41

Dry Filter

1

201600900702

1

201290590060

42

Plumbing fixture

1

201290590098

1

201190590312

17
18

Electronic control box
bracket
Front decorative plate

40

